INTRODUCTION
Devarishi Agasthya was well-versed in the VEDAS and VEDANTA. He knew Sill
SASTRAS; and had tasted the DIVINE BLISS. For LOKA-KALYANA he undertook a
pada-yatra from the Himalayas to the south of India. He passed through many a
pilgrimage-centre famed for its OCCULT significance. Travelling thus, among thickly-
forested Vindhyas and other mountain ranges and across sacred lakes and rivers,
cities and villages, he wondered at the sight of tamasic ignorance overwhelming the
hordes of human-beings who, deluded by their out-going senses, were ever intent
on their interaction with the objects of the senses, and frittered away their precious
lives in merely satisfying their immediate physical needs of hunger, thirst, pleasure
and procreation - not for a moment stopping to look INTO themselves to discover
their REAL SELF in all its supreme splendour! He wondered, puzzled: 'Why do they
not bother to turn their mind inwards, to-gaze on their REAL SELF ? What prevents
them from drawing their senses into themselves ? Do they not know what secret
doors they can unlock if they could but STILL their minds? If they could but dive
deep into the DIVINE SOURCE within them, what infinite BLISS would they not
taste? What are all these external - pleasures but a drop in the ocean of BLISS
within ? Why do they leave the bountiful SUBSTANCE and run after the scanty
SHADOWS? Is there no way to convince them of their fallacy and help them to
enjoy their DIVINE HERITAGE and birthright ? Is there no PATHWAY leading through
BHOGA to YOGA? It is not easy to persuade anyone to leave The bird in the hand
for the many in the bush': for, they would fain keep a firm hold of what is already in
their possession! So. why not give them BOTH BHOGA & YOGA together ? is that
really impossible ?
There must certainly be a way to lead them to ineffable BLISS through paths
other than asceticism, fastings, austerities and sanyasa. Spiritual babies as they
now are, steeped in matter and btinded by passions, and rocking on the waves of
pleasure and pain, of joy and sorrow, of poverty and riches, of starvation and surfeit,
of love and hate, of laughter and weeping " they do not believe in a future life; nor do
they care to think of it; they remember not their previous births or experiences. The
PRESENT is all they are concerned with - for that alone is known to them; and al!
else is darkness and difficult of understandingi Deeply thus puzzled, the great
RISHI AGASTHYA approached the sacred southern city of KANCHI famed for its
many purifying DEITIES. There, at the summit of a hillock called Vaarana-Saila, he
seated himself under the only mango tree, in the proximity of EKAMBARA-NATHA &
DEVI KAMAKSHI the wish-granting MOTHER-DEITY.
Thus deeply concerned, in his search for the welfare of the masses, and
determined to discover a PATH to MUKTHI & YOGA through BHUKTHI & BHOGA,
Deva-muni AGASTHYA commenced a rigorous TAPAS aimed at propitiating VISHNU
- Lord Janardhana. After a long time had thus elapsed, his efforts were rewarded
with a VISION of LORD VISHNU in the Form of Hayagriva in the super-Buddhic-
Plane of CHIDAKASA.
Lord HAYAGRIVA with a horse's head (signifying WISDOM) had four arms
bearing a resplendent conch-shell .representing the primeval SOUND Sabdha-

